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About This Game

From the makers of Dune™ and Megarace™
Lost Eden, an alternative prehistoric past where man and dinosaur co-exist.

You must travel four continents and meet more than twelve different species of dinosaurs, each with its own distinct personality.
It is your goal to restore the peace that once allowed man and beast to live harmoniously. To accomplish this goal, you will need

to find the secret to traveling the lands of Eden, engaging the help of the dinosaurs and rebuilding lost citadels.

From Cryo Interactive Entertainment, the creators of Dune.

An adventure-strategy game in a world never before imagined

Explore seven types of 3D terrain and enjoy sophisticated cinematics

Meet more than 12 species of talking dinosaurs

Get a pterodactyl's-eye view in texture-mapped traveling sequences
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With full speech throughout and an original musical score
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Title: Lost Eden
Genre: Adventure, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Cryo Interactive
Publisher:
Interplay
Release Date: 1 Jan, 1995

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows (XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10)

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 3D graphics card compatible with DirectX 7

Storage: 357 MB available space

English,Italian
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This game has been wrapped with DOX-box... This must be the laziest port I've ever seen in my live.. Have been waiting for its
release on Steam for so many years.....finally it has arrived! One of my favourite classic PC game of all time~ the mesmerizing
soundtrack and surrealist graphics are simply amazing even till this day. Highly recommended to fans of classic point 'n click
adventure game! :). Have been waiting for its release on Steam for so many years.....finally it has arrived! One of my favourite
classic PC game of all time~ the mesmerizing soundtrack and surrealist graphics are simply amazing even till this day. Highly
recommended to fans of classic point 'n click adventure game! :). Childhood masterpiece!. right in the childhood!. Great
adventure, well directed, good production values. And it has dinosaurs! What could be better than that?. A game I loved so
much from my childhood years has returned. Lost Eden was one of those classic games I could play for hours and never get
bored. You play as Adam, the son of a king whose empire is threatened by an evil lord named Morkuus Rex the leader of the
Tyrann. So you set out on a quest with various friends some are dinosaurs, some are humans and some are weird and fantastic
creatures. Now let's talk about the game. Even though the graphics may seem out-dated but to me this game still holds up well
and despite the graphics from the 1990's the animation is impressive for it's time. And there are puzzles to solve during the
game which requires a bit of brain power but none are too impossible to solve. Video-gamers should try out this 1990's gem.
And another thing I loved about the game was the fantastic soundtrack, It gives the game a sense of adventure and mystery.
Playing this game was a nostalgic blast and it kinda reminded me of Dinotopia in a way. I know people are going to disagree, but
Lost Eden would make a great Big-Budget movie from hollywood if done right. So do yourself a favour, give this game a go it's
a really relaxing and fun game.. Such a good game. I remember playing this about 15 years ago and always loved it but could not
beat it back then because the puzzles were too complicated for my kid brain then haha. Playing this again now(so glad they had
it on Steam!) brought back so many fond memories. The soundtrack, voices and gameplay are just pure nostalgia. I definitley
reccommend this to anyone who is a fan of 90's PC games that require a bit of puzzle work and trial and error.. This is for
nostalgia, really.

I stumbled on this game in 1996, and while my native language is not german, the version I played was. I loved everymoment of
it.

The game holds true to its technolocy for the time and runs well in todays hardware (WIndows 10 with a HD TV hooked as
monitor), I had to set the "-fullscreen" launch option or otherwise it just stayed windowed which is annoying, but you only needl
configure it once.

That issue aside the graphics, music and voice overs are there, sadly no german voice overs in this Steam version, now that I
played the game in english for the first time I can safely say the voice overs in german were superior for some key characters,
such as the villan, I still have the original box and CD in german and I do play this game every 3 years or so, the narrative is
imprinted on my mind after so many play sessions over my life. I could be tainted with nostalgia which should also be
considered in this review.

All in all, its not a challenging game and it can be beating in 3-6 hours, less even if you skip videos and some chatter, which I
never do.

If you liked it, or missed and want to check it out, go ahead! English, Italian, Spanish are available as languages.

Cheers!
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Interesting atmosphere but not much gameplay. Worth getting it for nostalgia's sake.. The game itself is pretty good. But an hour
or two in, the game freezes. It freezes at the exact same point in the gameplay, even on future attempts to play, so progress is
impossible. This freezing is not immediately obvious, because the point at which it occurs is a couple hours into gameplay.
Cannot recommend.. When I was young, my brother and I received a game from our godmother that we had no idea what it was
about. All we saw on the case were the words "Lost Eden" and a pterodactyl flying over a jungle. We booted the game up and
we started playing. AND THEN THE MUSIC KICKED IN. My brother and I were freaked out and imeadiately turned off the
game. We had nightmares for weeks.
Flashforward a decade later, we start replaying the game with our cousin and we braved through it.
Flashforward another decade and it's finally on Steam and still one of my favorite games from childhood!. This was a real
nostalgia trip for me, and I was happy to see this game again on steam.

The graphics were great for its time, and the soundtrack still does a good job at setting the mood. I don't remember fully voiced
games being very common in the mid-90s either.
By todays standards, the game doesn't take long to complete, and though the setting is interesting, it's not as fleshed out as I
remember it. It's a 20 year old game, and though it shows, I feel that it is a unique game that has aged reasonably well.

If you're interested in games from this period, then this game is a relaxing experience that I can recommend.. Lost Eden on
Steam, I never thought I'd see the day.

This is a nice game overall, it has a decent plot and an absolutely amazing soundtrack!. When I was young, my brother and I
received a game from our godmother that we had no idea what it was about. All we saw on the case were the words "Lost Eden"
and a pterodactyl flying over a jungle. We booted the game up and we started playing. AND THEN THE MUSIC KICKED IN.
My brother and I were freaked out and imeadiately turned off the game. We had nightmares for weeks.
Flashforward a decade later, we start replaying the game with our cousin and we braved through it.
Flashforward another decade and it's finally on Steam and still one of my favorite games from childhood!. I still have the
original CDROM.. It was the first game I bought. I bought the steam version for nostalgic reasons.. It was a pretty nice game
back then. The story isn't bad and the music is nice. The voice-acting is good, especially when you think of the time this was
made.
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